Other Points to customize your response:


1). The complaint is based strictly on conjecture (they admit they are basing the complaint on Dr. Cole's statements and have not verified anything).

2). The complaint is based strictly on the "beliefs" of the two complainants..."We believe many of those statements to be profoundly wrong....".

3). The complaint claims, "Dr. Cole's statements and actions have significantly threatened the public health and, in our view, are enormously irresponsible and injurious to the public." however, they list absolutely NO examples of any injuries Dr. Cole's statements or actions have allegedly produced. Again, complaint based solely on the opinions of the authors.

4) The complaint alleges, "that he says he has treated patients “from Florida to California” by refusing to use accepted and documented medical practices and vaccination and instead prescribing ivermectin."; however, that is a misrepresentation of what Dr. Cole said if you watch the first link in the attachments (it's in the very beginning). They completely misrepresent what was said in the interview.

   Referenced video: https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/2/videos/dr-ryan-cole-stopthemandate/

NOTE:  Watch the videos and read what they have attached and use their own words in the complaint against them. There is quite a bit they have misrepresented and or are just disingenuous about. If you write from the heart and from the actual words of Dr. Cole, you can't go wrong.